One-full-stop Minutes
(Can you find the full-stop? Hint: it’s at the end!)
The meeting began, as usual, around ten o’clock; the attendance fluctuated
between twenty and thirty people as it wore on; the first to speak – again, as is custom –
was Jeremy, and he informed the house that the Housing lottery is coming up soon, and
that all members of the house are therefore advised to check the seniority list, and to
make sure that an appropriate number of quarters is listed thereupon, and he also touched
on the pressing issues of the swing and of the Film Fest: to the former issue, he noted that
the swing shall soon be restored to its former position, and of the latter, he encouraged
everyone to make films; after Jeremy, Danny and Pearl spoke, and their only
announcement concerned o-aides, for the last o-aide information session is tomorrow,
and one cannot serve as an aide without first attending one of the sessions, and that was
what they said, so after they spoke it was Katy, the masters’ aide, who indicated that next
week was soup, and that fourth week there would not be a regular masters’ (instead there
would be a change-your-mind session with the illustrious Danielle Alan); I.M. Sports
representatives then presented a long list of the available activities in the spring (e.g.,
soccer, ultimate and other things that come with the weather), and after them the social
chairs had their say – there is nothing planned for this weekend, they say, but in the next
week the are rumors both of a trip to the Field Museum and of a game of capture the flag;
after Max and Deena, Calvin had things to report from the IHC – to wit, there are dorm
tours soon, and people really ought to participate in “The Roommate Game” wherein, I
am told, they answer questions and such; at this point in the meeting there was an
opportunity for the section representatives to make announcements, and though there
were few such announcements, there was no shortage of drama: David has moved to
Section IV, leaving his former mates in III without a representative, so the three members
of Section III in attendance hastily appointed Andrew their new rep (it should be noted
that among the ‘three members’ mentioned above was Steve Kregel, who is no longer a
member of II) and let the meeting continue; however, we were stalled once again a few
seconds later, when grave concerns were raised about the appropriateness of the At-Large
presentation concerning, of all things, dolphin sex – after a quick discussion, an
impromptu vote was held that delayed their presentation until after adjournment of the
meeting, and once the commotion had died down, we heard from Bruce, Margot, and
Julia: the first of these announcements was an impassioned plea for opinions and
complaints to be prepared for the next Bartlett meeting April 3, and the second was
delivered by a Margot nearly incapacitated by a brief condom-czar reminder (the box is
now full, says Ross), but she managed to speak after all, and said that the aforementioned
dorm tours will be next Thursday, and that April 10 and 20 are the dates of prospie
overnight stays, AND ANYONE INTERESTED IN HOSTING PROSPIES OUGHT
REALLY TO CONTACT HER WITH NAME, YEAR, SEX AND SO FORTH AT
MARSPELL@UCHICAGO.EDU – AND, FOR CLARITY’S SAKE, I SHALL
REPEAT IT, AND MAKE IT BOLD – SEND EMAIL TO
MARSPELL@UCHICAGO.EDU IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HOSTING A
PROSPIE; after she had finished, Julia, the kitchen-czar, announced that the springquarter co-op meeting will be Sunday at nine o’clock, and if you are in attendance and

wish to join, you should bring fifty dollars: that was how the main portion of the meeting
ended, which left only event-related announcements, since there was no house business,
and the first of these was Margot saying that she and Danny are in a production of
“Romeo and Juliet” that will be performed at eight o’clock Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of next week; the next was Mark imploring everyone to play at twelve-hour
game of Advanced Civilization on Friday; he was then joined by Rose, David, and Brian
to make various Scav-related announcements; among these – Scav is soon, you should fill
out your survey, there is a rally at nine o’clock on Wednesday where the team name will
be revealed and stories will be told, and the auction will be held fourth week, so you
should think of things to sell; there was an announcement about the Ransom Notes CD
release party in Ida Noyes, and there was one about the SASA show on Saturday at eight,
and at noon on Saturday we are invited to watch a rugby match in Washington Park, and
then on Sunday at ten we might take in the bad movie known simply as “Mutant”; finally,
Emily is selling tickets to the Bach Mass in B-Minor, which will be performed April 8 at
seven o’clock, and that was how the house meeting was.

